
CONTEST SUPERVISOR’S REPORT VICTORIAN PIPE BAND CHAMPIONSHIP RINGWOOD 

HIGHLAND GAMES SUNDAY, APRIL 3RD 2016. 

Morning Session: 

The day started off with beautiful weather perfect lovely sunny morning.    My challenges started 

trying to get parked as the road was closed and after consultation with a council employee I was told 

to park in the street which I did.  

Next challenge was inside the ground all judges were present including our two Interstate judges 

Athol Chalmers (ACT) and Brett Tidswell (Principal of Piping Pipe Bands Australia from S.A.).       

Thanks to John Young for being Athol & Brett’s minder and driver. 

The Dress & Drill judges Carol Hart, Chris Hosking & VP Chris Earl set up the two contest circles and 

march off drill course, all done and I thank them for doing that.  Ten minutes before first band was 

to appear on the ground we had no paperwork, flags, poles, tent however all came together just in 

time.     Thank goodness my Steward Mat Ead was with me, who was in charge on circle B in the 

morning. 

The position of the second circle was not ideal in terms of spectator viewing, but the first circle had 

to be a good distance away from the highland dancers, and the "usual" spot for the second circle 

near the score board seemed very remote and the high signage on the fence meant the crowd could 

not see if they were standing outside the fence. 

Bands were all on time on the ground and are to be congratulated.      There were two bands who I 

assume were started by the piping judge for their contest but in fact there was bands still playing 

their march off which sounded very ordinary.      I would have preferred the march off bands to have 

completed their march off drill contest before another band was started 

This year competitor passes were replaced with wrist bands to enter the ground 

Official Opening seemed to have been a misunderstanding as the massed band was left standing on 

the ground during speeches however Chris Earl moved the bands off the arena. 

Afternoon Session: 

The afternoon program progressed smoothly with no reportable incidents other than two bands 

which failed to comply with the requirements of the March Off Drill Contest. One band failed to 

follow the correct course, and another failed to play the correct music and cease playing whilst 

continuing to march off the ground at Flag C. 

A minor adjustment was made to the afternoon timings and an updated draw published on the 

morning of the contest to accommodate the slightly longer medleys of the higher graded bands and 

give the judges adequate time to finalise their sheets as the original draw was a bit tight. This was 

possible following the withdrawal of one band and allowed a more suitable period to accommodate 

the needs of the judges. The request from City of Whitehorse to have an extended tune up period 

between elements was accommodated, and the band arrived early for their second performance 

which was the final performance of the day and enabled the competition to conclude slightly ahead 

of time. 

 



Bands are again reminded to have band representatives available during the announcement of 

results to collect trophies in a timely manner. 

General Comments: 

Prize Winners: 

Grade 1. City if Whitehorse 

Grade 2. Hawthorn City 

Grade 3. Scotch College Pipes & Drums No 1. 

Grade 4. Haileybury College. 

Juvenile. Haileybury Pipes & Drums No 1. 

Our Congratulations to Mrs Helen Dilks Pipe Major Golden City Bendigo who was 2016 winner of the 

Sir Rupert Hamer Award. 

Our thanks to Peter McLoughlin VP Rules & Administration who spent time revising the draw which 

after it was finalised we had 3 bands withdraw on the Friday (Watsonia RSL, Old Scotch, Federation 

University) and Scots School Albury on the Sunday.      Far too late to make major changes to same 

prior to lunch. 

The judges on the day were: 

Piping:   J. Easdon, B. Tidswell SA, A. Chalmers ACT, B.Niven OAM 

Drumming: R. Bennett, S. Matthews. 

Ensemble: N.Russell GC.OAM. I. Lyons (am) S.Nicholson (pm) 

Dress & Drill: Carol Hart, C. Hosking. 

M.Johnstone OAM Contest Supervisor.  M.Ead Steward 

T. McLeod Contest Supervisor (pm)  

 

Thanks to all bands, Bev Hayes, Damon Thompson (scorers) and Phil Parson (marshal) and the 

judges.      Last but not least, congratulations to the Ringwood Highland Games for the 50th 

anniversary event and we hope the day was a financial success for the Promoter.      

 

Margaret Johnstone OAM - Contest Supervisor (AM) 

Tim McLeod - Contest Supervisor (PM)  


